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The FRC’s Mission 

The FRC is the UK's independent regulator 

responsible for promoting high quality 

corporate governance and reporting to foster 

investment. 

 



How do we do this? 

• We maintain the UK’s Corporate Governance and 

Stewardship codes which foster trust in the way 

companies are run 

• We implement and monitor standards for corporate 

reporting that promote information that is fair, balanced 

and understandable 

• We influence key developments in issues that affect 

stakeholders in the UK and internationally 

• We engage continuously with stakeholders at every 

stage of the process to ensure we are responsive to their 

needs 



Clear & Concise initiative  

• Aims:   

 - to ensure that annual reports provide relevant 

 information for investors 

 - to promote good communication in corporate 

 reporting 

 - improve accessibility of information 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



Our vision 

True and Fair 



 

Building on ‘cutting clutter’  

• Some associate cutting clutter with taking a ‘red pen’ to 
annual reports or a one off activity.  

• Clear & Concise builds on our cutting clutter agenda.  

• Cutting clutter is positioned as a key thread of the Clear & 
Concise initiative.  
 

Calls to action  

• One of the aims of the Clear & Concise initiative is to change 
behaviour relating to financial reporting. The FRC calls for 
action by all those involved in the financial reporting process 
to focus on:  
– Communication;  

– Placement of information; and  

– Materiality.  



Headline activities: 

Bringing together work across the FRC 
 

• Guidance on the Strategic Report 

 

• Towards Clear & Concise Reporting 

 

• Disclosure Framework 

 

• CRR Annual Report 

 
 

 

 



Future developments 

• EU Directive non-financial reporting 

 

• IASB’s Disclosure Initiative 

 

• Corporate reporting in a digital world 
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FRC projects 

Annual 
Reports 

Clear & 
Concise 

Guidance on 
the Strategic 

Report 

Alternative 
Performance 

Measures 

IASB 
Disclosure 
Initiative 

Integrated 
Reporting 

Non-financial 
Reporting 



Strategic report in context 

 

 

 

 

Document Annual report 

Document purpose  The purpose of the annual report is to provide shareholders with relevant information that is useful for making resource allocation decisions and assessing the 

directors’ stewardship. 

Component Strategic report  Corporate governance 

report  

Directors’ remuneration 

report 

Financial statements Directors’ report  

Component objectives  To provide context for 

the related financial 

statements. 

 To provide insight 

into the entity’s 

business model and 

its main objectives 

and strategy. 

 To describe the 

principal risks the 

entity faces and how 

they might affect its 

future prospects. 

 To provide an 

analysis of the 

entity’s past 

performance . 

 To provide 

signposting to show 

the location of 

complementary 

information. 

 To provide information 

necessary to explain 

how the composition 

and organisation of the 

entity’s governance 

structures supports the 

achievement of the 

entity’s objectives. 

 To set out all elements 

of the entity’s directors’ 

remuneration policy and 

key factors that were 

taken into account in 

setting the policy. 

 To report on how the 

directors’ remuneration 

policy has been 

implemented . 

 To set out amounts 

awarded to directors 

and provide details on 

the link between the 

entity’s performance 

and directors’ 

remuneration. 

 To present the entity’s 

financial position, 

performance and 

development in 

accordance with 

Generally Accepted 

Accounting Practice. 

 To provide other 

statutory/ regulatory 

information about the 

entity. 

  



Placement of information 

• Opportunity to re-consider the “traditional” 

structure of the annual report  

 

• Adopt a structure that allows the company to 

best “tell its story” 

 

• Cross-referencing and signposting  



Materiality 

“Information is material  if its omission or misrepresentation could influence the economic 

decisions shareholders take on the basis of the annual report as a whole.  Only information 

that is material in the context of the strategic report should be included within it.  

 

Conversely, the inclusion of immaterial information can obscure key messages and impair the 

understandability of information provided in the strategic report. Immaterial information should 

be excluded from the strategic report.” 

 

• Strategic report and annual report should only contain information that is material to 

shareholders 

 

• Materiality not applicable to all requirements but is implicit in several areas: 

– to the extent necessary for an understanding of 

– key 

– principal 



Communication principles 

• Written in context of the strategic report but have relevance to 

the annual report more broadly. 

• Key principles: 

– Fair, balanced and understandable 

– Concise  

– Forward-looking orientation (where appropriate) 

– Entity specific 

– Linked 

– Appropriate structure and presentation 

– Annual review of content 

 

 



Content elements 

• Content elements are based on UK legal  

requirements 

 

• Additional guidance driven by investor needs 

 

• Simple examples throughout guidance 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Questions? 

 

 



The Financial Reporting Lab 
Helping companies and investors improve corporate reporting 
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Market driven: helping market participants innovate and improve 

Vision 
“To promote market innovation in corporate reporting through publication of 

influential, evidence-based research, presenting practical and pragmatic 

solutions developed with companies and the investment community, addressing 

their issues.” 

 

Project participation from over:  

• 70 companies;  

• 100 investment professionals;  and  

• 300 retail investors. 

9 reports published since launching 

the Lab in late 2011. 

 

Steering Group    
(Advisory) 

Companies 

Auditors 

Institutes 

Investors 

Academia 

Government 

Design  

FRC 
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 Corporate reporting topics -        

not  just annual reports 

 Not constrained by current 

requirements 

 Agenda criteria to ensure 

a helpful mix of projects 

 Public call for participants 

 UK quoted companies (IFRS)  

 Investment community:                

UK & International, buy side and 

sell side, debt and equity, fund 

managers and analysts, credit 

rating analysts, retail investors, etc. 

 Provide safe, positive  

environment for open 

dialogue 

 Facilitate collaborative 

discussion of solutions 

desired by participants 

 Gather evidence based on 

engagement with  

companies and investors 

 Consult others involved in 

reporting  – i.e. auditors, 

lawyers, regulators, etc. 

 Timely completion, but 

generally not time 

constrained 

Project Agenda  

and Participants 
PROCESS Reports and 

Communications 

 Identify practical and pragmatic 

approaches 

 Reflect the range of participant 

views on good reporting now and 

in the future 

 Explain ‘why’ and circumstances 

‘when' aspects of reporting are 

most appropriate 

 Not forming part of, or interpreting 

requirements, but  may provide 

input into the setting of codes, 

standards or guidance  

 Freely available 

 

INPUTS OUTPUTS 

How the Lab operates to influence high quality  

corporate reporting globally 



Published reports 
Latest reports 

• Towards Clear & Concise Reporting 

• Accounting policy disclosures and integration of related financial information 

 

Governance 

• Reporting of Audit Committees 

• A single figure for remuneration 

• Reporting of pay and performance 

 

Financial reporting 

• Debt terms and maturity tables 

• Net debt reconciliations 

• Operating and investing cash flows 

• Presentation of market risk disclosure 

 

All reports are freely available: https://www.frc.org.uk/Lab/Reports    
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See also: Lab reminders 

for the 2014 reporting 

season – a summary of 

points from the Lab’s 

published reports 

https://www.frc.org.uk/Lab/Reports


How the Lab operates – Remuneration reporting 

The Department for Business Innovation and Skills (BIS) presented opportunities for the Lab 

undertake two projects to obtain views from companies and investors on: 

Single figure for remuneration 

• The Lab conducted interviews with 9 companies, 9 investors and 3 investor 

representative bodies to obtain initial views.    

• The initial views were enhanced through a series of conference calls and meetings 

between the Lab, investors and companies. 

• Participants developed the elements of remuneration to be included in a single figure, 

relatively simple measures for each, and a set of related disclosures. 

Reporting of pay and performance 

• The Lab worked with 28 companies, 13 investors and 4 investor representative bodies. 

• Through a similar process, participants agreed retention of the current graph comparing 

CEO pay with Total Shareholder Returns, and the content and format of:  

− relatively simple scenario charts showing how pay might vary with performance; 

− a table of historical CEO pay versus the maximum potential amount. 

The Lab’s published reports were presented to BIS for consideration in their development of  

legislation. All aspects were enabled in the final legislation.  
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Towards Clear & Concise Reporting 

• Study of what companies did to make a 

difference in their 2013 annual reporting, 

including: 

− using communication channels to 

match information to users’ needs;  

− focusing content on what is most 

important to investors; 

− applying materiality criteria, 

removing immaterial disclosures 

and focusing on significant 

accounting policies; and 

− using layout to improve clarity and 

cross-referencing to reduce 

duplication. 

• 2 company case studies illustrating the 

process undertaken to achieve change. 

Accounting policy disclosure and 

integration of related financial 

information 

• Project with input from 16 companies, 

19 institutional investors/analysts and 

representative bodies, and over 200 

retail investors.  

• Key messages on: 

− Improving the prominence of 

significant policies, enhancing the 

disclosure, and considering where 

in the financial statements to 

include the disclosure; and 

− Considering whether, and where 

to present non-significant policies. 

• Integration of the financial review with 

the financial statements 
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Recent reports 



Reporting of Audit Committees 

• Project with input from 19 companies, 20 

institutional investors/analysts, and 6 investor 

associations.  

• Key messages on:  

– Personalising reports and being specific to 

the company;  

– Saying what was done using active, 

descriptive language; 

– Disclosing judgements made, sources of 

evidence, conclusions and the 

consequences for the financial statements;  

– Considering where information is best 

included and avoiding repetition;  

– Describing the assessment of audit 

effectiveness, approach to appointing the 

auditor, and safeguarding of objectivity 

and independence relative to non-audit 

services.  

Debt and cash flows - 3 reports 

• Project with input from 5 companies and 

16 institutional investors/analysts and 

investor associations.  

• Practical suggestions on how to answer 

basic questions on: 

– how much debt is owed,  

– when it is due,  

– its risk profile, and  

– the conversion of operating profits to 

operating cash flows.  

• Several suggestions on showing 

changes over the period in debt, and 

providing more insight on restrictions on 

the movement of cash within the group 

have been included in recent IASB 

proposals. 
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Other reports 



 

• Corporate Reporting in a Digital World – optimising what digital reporting may 

offer 

− Digital present – current usage of digital reporting 

− Digital opportunities and barriers – what is desired for the future  

• Disclosure of Dividend Policy and Capacity 

• Clear & Concise case studies  

− A close look at company reporting changes with input from investors on whether they 
have made reporting more clear and concise. Topics likely to include: 

o Accounting policies 

o Strategic report 

o Financial review and pensions reporting 

o Business model 

Current projects 
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Find all the Lab’s reports and 

updates on current activities 

through our web page: 

https://frc.org.uk/lab 

You can also follow us on         Twitter @FRCnews  or on          LinkedIn  in 



Disclosure –  

Danish developments  

 
Stig Enevoldsen 
 
 

FRC Bruxelles 20th January 2015 



Disclosure 

• Disclosures have only increased since 
introduction of IFRS in 2005 

• IFRS was a major change by itself when 
introduced 

• EFRAG has argued since 2009 that a 
Disclosure Framework was needed 

• FW to get only material and relevant 
information 

• Relative materiality also to be considered 







Danish Financial Reporting Award 

The Award encourages improvements by 
recommending and awarding new practice 
and also experiments 

Positive developments in relation to disclosure in 
the last few years and by the largest 
companies 

Some smaller listed have also worked on more 
attractive and easy to read reports 



 EXPERIMENTS 

• IMPROVEMENTS IN: 
 

• Grouping of notes 
• Removing too much advertisement 
• Description of business model 
• Clear and concise /relevant and material 
• Lay-out 
• Annual Report in 10 minutes 
• English language 
 

 



 GROUPING OF NOTES 

• Related information grouped together 
• Comments  - management commentary 
• Accounting policies 
• Numbers 
• Significant estimates and judgements 
• Graphs and tables 
• Grouped together to avoid repetition 
• Easier communication 
• Only material information 





Carlsberg: Note sections  



Carlsberg: Note sections –  
Most important sections first  



Accounting policies 
For the section 





Estimates and   
judgements 











 ARLA 

Primary activities 

Working capital 

Other operating assets  
and liabilities 

Financial matters 

Other areas 







 NOVO NORDISK 







FUTURE OF REPORTING 



THE FUTURE OF REPORTING 

• Reporting in the future?  Relevant and material! 

• Reporting in a wider sense - as communication 

• Wider stakeholders, because we cannot issue reports to 

separate reader groups, because all readers can get 

access to all info 

• Layered set of report starting with a “core” report 

supported by next level(s) with more details 
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THE FUTURE OF REPORTING 

• Reports posted on the website (only) 

• Core report to have some sort of standard content, but 

significant freedom 

• To tell the story is important 

• Reader might be able to design her own report  

• Down-sizing the present level of info 

• Timeliness important and not only confirmatory  
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THANK YOU  


